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1. INTRODUCTION 

The City of Seoul and its vicinity is by far 

the largest urban conglomerate in Korea and 
accounts for fourty percent of the nation ’ s 
population. It lies at the heart of the so-called 
’Capital Region' which includes the City of 
Seoul, the City of Inchôn, and the Kyônggi 
Province which comprises of near fourty cities 
and counties. Much of the Region dependent 

upon the City Seoul as the center for economic 

activities and commuting. 

This paper reviews in turn the recent trends 

of population concentration on the Capital 

Region; the patterns of commuting which is 

considered here as a mirror of urban movement 

patterns in general; the current status and 

problems of transportation systems of the 

region; and several on -going large scale 
housing and transportation projects. The paper 

then draws p이icy implications upon the revie,,'. 

In this paper, the cities and counties of the 
Capital Region will be grouped into the City of 

Seoul, ’Outer Ring ’, and the I remainder ’ of the 

Region. Outer Ring(or Outer Seoul) includes 

those cities and counties adjacent to Seoul, i.e., 

within about 30 kilometers from the center of 

Seoul (see Figure 1). As we shall see later, the 

spatial textent of Outer Ring matches closely 

with the commuting field of the capital city. 

* Professor, Department of Geography, College of Social Sciences, Seoul National University, 
Seoul, Korea. 
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The distant ’remaining' counties of the Capital Greater Seoul nor Outer Ring as such, as well 
Region are largely rural in their character. as no areal definitions agreed 때on. 

The City of Seoul together with Outer Ring 

will be referred as ’Greater Seoul'. Greater 

Seoul can be labelled as the ’Region 

Ile-de-Corée’ in that the region is somewhat 

similar to the Ile-de-France in terms of the 

areal size, its intemal structure, and its location 

and importance in the national context. The 

terms, ’Greater Seoul' and ’Outer Ring' , 

however, are the' author ’ s own wording for this 

particular paper. There are no official regions of 

II. 1HE El\1I표K뻐æOFG표ATER 

SEOUL, ’Region lle-de-Corée' 

1. Population Concentration on Seoul and 
its Vicinity 

The most salient feature of population 

redistribution of Korea for the last several 

decades has been the concentration of the 
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Figure 1. Cities and Counties of the ’Capital Region’, as of 1993 
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nation ’ s population on the Capital Region 

(Table 1). There is, however, a significant 

growth differential between Greater Seoul 

andthe remainder. The growth rates of Seoul 

and Outer Ring have been much faster than 

the growth rates(i.e., the natural increase) of 

the entire nation. The remaining counties of 

the Capital Region, on the other hand, have 

grown little: their growth rates have been 

much lower than the natural increase and 

somtimes been negative, meaning a substantial 

outmigration from the rural areas to 

elsewhere. To put this trend in other words, 

the population growth of the Capital Region 

has meant the growth of Greater Seoul only. 

The population of Greater Seoul was 7.3 

millions in 1970; whereas it has grown to 17 

Journa1 of Geography 22(1993. 8) 

mi11ions by 1990, accounted for 40% of the 

country I s population. The population of the 

city of Seoul alone was already exceeded 10 

millions late-1980s. There are a number of 

large cities in Outer Ring too: the City of 

Inchôn has near two million population; the 

cities of Puchôn, Suwon, Sôngnam and Anayng 

are of more than a half million; and four other 

cities of Kwangmyong, Ansan, Koyang and 

Eijôngbu have more than two hundred 

thousands people each. 

Greater Seoul occupies small area, meaning 

these huge number of people living in a real 

squeeze. Seoul is one of the crowdiest cities in 

the world; the population density of Seoul is 

now (as of the early 1990s) higher than 18，αR 

persons per square kilometer. If one considers 

Table 1. Population Growth of the Capital Region: 1970 - 1992 

Seoul Inchôn & Kyônggi Province 

Outer Ring Remainder 

Year A B C D A B C D A B C D 

popul- national density annual 
ation share change 
(1，아}이 (%) (/km2) (%) (1，아}이 (%) (fkm2

) (%) (1,000) (%) (fkm2
) (%) 

1970 5,433 17.6 8.975 1.813 5.9 671 1.484 4.8 177 
4.9 6.3 1.2 

1975 6.890 19.9 11,381 2 얘4 7.1 912 1.575 4.5 188 
4.0 6.6 -0.3 

1980 8,364 22.3 13,817 3,385 9.0 1.253 1,549 4.1 185 
2.9 6.4 0.2 

1985 9.639 23.8 15,923 4.615 11.4 1.708 1,566 3.9 187 
l.9 6.5 1.0 

1990 10,613 24.4 17,531 6,326 14.6 2,342 1,649 3.8 197 
1.7 5.6 -0.2 

1992 10,970 24.6 18,123 7,047 15.8 2,609 1,643 3.7 196 
Source: Korea censuses for the years t970 through 1990, and registration counts for 1992. 
Note: The area of Seol!l is 605.3 km치 Outer Ring 2,701 .1 km~; and the remainder of the Capital 

Region 8,388.9 kmι. 
The annual rates of natural increase of the entire nation were 2.0% during 1970-1975; 1.5% 
during 1975-1980; l.6% during 1980-1985; 1.4% during 1985-1990, and l.3% for the period of 
1990-1992. 
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the hilly topography of Seoul, he or she will of Seoul, Outer Ring, and the remainder of the 

soon realize that the actual density is much Capital Region. A commuting rate refers to the 

higher than the figure mentioned above. Outer proportion of commuters who travel to a 

Ring too is no less crowdy than that of paticular destination, given the whole 
thecapital city. (Table 1 shows low, elusive commuters of an origin. The figures in the 
figures for the population density of Outer table reveal a clear-cut distance-decay 

Ring. The low density figures were derived commuting: the rates of commuting from Outer 
from the fact that there are somesparselysettled ring to Seoul are quite high(20-30% leveD, while 
rural areas interspersed in Outer Ring. The 
cities and urbanized areas are as much densely 
populated as Seoul.) 

In short, the sheer size of population in 
Greater Seoul, its fast speed of growth, and 
such a very high density have in combination 
caused a variety of transportation problems and 
has given planners great difficulty to come up 
with feasible solutions. 

2. Commuting Patterns of the Capital 
Region 

We now examine commuting pattems of the 
Capita1 Region and their changes from 1980 
through 1987. Commuting pat않m is in this 
paper taken as a surr9gate of the overa1l trip 
pattems, due to the fact that a joumey
to-work is the most important among other 
trips from a transportation stand point. The 
paper examines the 1980 Korea Census and 
1987 Capita1 Region Commuter Survey data 

commuting from distant counties to the capital 

city is negligible. The origin- destination pair 

of Outer Ring to Seoul again experienced the 

largest increase of commuting rate from 1980 to 

1987, i.e., an increase of seven percent points. 

Figure 2 i1lustrates the rates of commuting 
from the cities and counties of Kyônggi 
Province to the capita1 city. The maps show 

us clearly the spatial pattem of commuting; 

higher commuting rates are limited to those 

cities and counties adjacent to Seoul, say 
roughly within a 30 kilometer radius from the 

center of Seoul. This pattem had changed 

little during 1980 through 1987. The commuting 

from the remote rural counties to Seoul 

remained veη low too, i.e., less than 5% level. 
Table 2 and Figure 2 altogether illustrate that 

the spati외 extent of the Seoul commuting field 
matches well with the sphere of Greater Seoul. 

The study findings provide little support for an 

sets, which data are currently the most expansion of the commuting field toward remote 
extensive information on commuting. counties of Kyônggi Province. An intensification 

Table 2 lists the commuting rates for the city of commuting within Greater Seoul was rather 

Table 2. Patterns of Commuting in the Capital Region, 1980 and 1987 

to Seoul Outer Ring Remainder Total 

Seoul 1980 94.5% 49% 0.6% 100.0% 
1987 93.2 5.3 1.5 1()().O 

Outer 1980 22.4% 75.9% 1.7% 100.0% 
Ring 1987 29.4 67.2 3.4 1()().O 

Remander 1980 4.4% 4.6% 91.0% 100.0% 
1987 2.8 6. 7 90.5 100.0 

Source: Huh, 1993. 
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Fìgure 2. Commutìng Fìeld of Seo비， 1980 and 1987 

Source: Huh, 1993. 
Note: The numbers in the map indicate the cities as of 1980: Inchôn( l), 

Puchôn(2), Eijôngbu(3), Sôngnam(4), Anyang(5), Suwon(6), and Ansan(7). 

sa1ient. The trend of commuting intensification 

within Outer Ring suggest that those suburban 

cities and counties have thoroughly been 

integrated with the capital city,so that the city of 

Seoul and Outer Ring can not be treated 
separately in the future transport planning. 

The most prominent trend in commuting, 

within the City of Seoul, is that the importance 
of joumey-to-work toward the city ’ s center 
has decreased whereas peripheral joumeys 

increasedconsiderably during 1980s. Table 3 

gives us the details of commuting pattem 

among the three parts of the city; the central, 
intermediate, and peripheral zones of Seoul. 

The central zone of Seoul still remains as the 

major magnet for commuter flows. However, 

the rates of joumey to work places in the 

central zone from a11 of the origins have 

decreased, whereas the rates of reverse 

commuting from the central and intermediate 

zones to the peripheries have been doubled. 

Furthermore, the proportion of extended 

commuting from Outer Ring to the peripheral 

zone of Seoul also increased with a fare 

margm. 

The rise of peripheral joumeys mirrors 

thespatial structure of Seoul being more and 
more dispersed, and implies that the 
conventional city-center-oriented transport 

policies should be redirected. Seoul has 
experienced large-scale commercial and 
residential developments of the peripheries: 
among which the eastem periphery of the city 
has been developed most where the 1988 Seoul 
Olympiad was held. 

III. TRANSPORT SYSTEMS OF 
SIDUL: STA:πJS， PROBL많1S AND 

PLANS 

The major transport modes in Seoul are bus, 

taxi, and passenger cars on the road, and the 

rapid transit system on the rail. The rapid 
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Table 3. Commuting Rates for the Destinations in the City of Seoul, 1980 and 1987 

Destinations in Seoul 
Origins Central Intennediary Peiphera 

Zone Zone Zone 
Seoul 

Central Zone 1980 66.6% 18.4% 11.3% 
1987 53.6 22.7 20.0 

Intennediary 1980 27.0% 54.7% 13.7% 
Zone 1987 23.8 45.1 26.0 

Peripheral 1980 24.4% 21.4% 47.9% 
Zone 1987 18.8 27.4 45.8 

Inchon & Kyônggi Province 
Outer Ring 1980 6.4% 8.0% 8.0% 

1987 6.7 9.8 12.9 

Remainder 1980 1.1% 1.8% 1.5% 
1987 0.8 1.0 1.0 

Source: Huh, 1993. 
Note: The central zone of Seoul includes the Ku ’s of Chongno and Chung; the 

intermediary zone includes Yongsan, Sôngdong, Tongdaemun, Sôngb따‘’ 
Sôdaemun, Mapo, and Yôngdungpo; and the peripheral zone includes 
Chungnang, Tobong, Nowon, Unpyông, Yangchôn, Kangsô, Kuro, Tongj하‘’ 
Kwan와‘， Sôcho, Kangnam, Kangdong, and Songpa. 

transit system is owned and run by the remaining 60% are handled by the rapid transit, 
government, whereas bus and 떠xi are operated taxi, and passenger cars, as of 1991. This 

by private sector. In tenns of market share, the chapter examines the current levels of operation 

bus system is the largest, in that it carries about and problems of the transport systems, and the 

40% of intra-urban trips(Table 4). The major plans in progress. 

Table 4. Transport Systems of Seoul City 

Modal share Operation Projection 
(%) 1985 1991 1995 2001 

Bus 58.0% 41.4% 38.5% 28.0 

Subway & cormnuter rail 14.0 21.2 30.7 50.0 

Taxi 16.5 12.8 10.1 6.0 

Passenger cars & others 11.5 24.6 20.7 16.0 
Subway extension (km) 

116.5 116.5 239.7 347.5 
# of Vehicles (1,000) 

446 1,375 2,118 3,091 
(proportion of 

(67%) (75%) (75%) (77%) 
passenger cars) 

Source: Korea Transportation Institute(1988); Hyundai Research Institute(1992). 
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1. Rail Transportation 

The rapid transit system of Greater Seoul is 

composed of two sub-networks: the subway 

network within the city limit of Seoul, and the 

electrified commuter rail network connecting 

Seoul with Outer Ring. (Figure 3) The 

fonner network is run by the Seoul city 

govemment, whereas the latter by the central 

govemment, i.e., the Office of National Rail (of 

the Ministry of Transportation). 

The transit networks were initiated in early 

1970s. The Subway Line 1, the first subway 

line of Korea, began to operate between the 

RAPID TRANSIT & 
RAIL NETWORK 

- SUBWAY 
~ COMMUTER RAIL 
--- UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION 
-- RAIL 

Jouma1 of Geography 22(1993. 8) 

Seoul Rail Station and Chôngnyangni in the 
summer of 1974. The rail lines of Seoul
Suwon and Kuro(Seoul)-Inchôn were electrified 
in the same year to serve as a commuter rail 
line. Since then, the transit networks were 
greatly extended during the early of 1980s, and 
the length of the transit lines in service is now 
totaled about 240 kilometers. (Table 5) 

The networks were built in a radial pattern 
to connect the center of Seoul with the 
peripheries of Seoul as well as the major cities 
in Outer Ring such as Inchôn, Suwon, Ansan, 

and Eijôngbu(Figure 3). The Subway Line 2, 
an inner loop in Seoul, is the only exception . 

.( 
./ - '1.).1、. ./ . ./\. . ./ 

ÉIJÕNGBU ~ 
/ 
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Figure 3. Rail Network of Greater Seoul 
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The network in consequence is not well suited 

for the lateral movement to and from the 

peripheral areas of Seoul, let alone the lateral 

flows between the centers of Outer Ring. 

The network provides a better access for the 

southem and westem sectors of. Greater Seoul, 

whereas it leaves the north and east with no 

service lines. Such a radial pattem and the 

preponderance on certain sectors of the rail 

network emerged from a ’demand- following ’ 
transport policy. All of the lines were built to 

meet the exisitng transport demand among the 

major centers of Greater Seou1. The demand

following policy tends to reinforce and 

perp랴uate the present spatial imbalance of a 

region. We see examples of the vicious circle 

resultant from the demand -following policies 

not only in Korea but also elsewhere in the 

world (for instance see Ohta, 1989; and & 

Williams, 1991). 

There are several on-going projects: 10 build 

more subway lines in Seoul to tripple the tota1 

line extension, and to add more commuter rail 

lines between Seoul and newly developing 

towns in Outer Ring. (Figure 3 shows only 

those extensions which are under construction 

currently.) Again, the projects emphasize the 

connection of the center of Seoul with its 

surroundings, so that the radial framework of 

the network will be reinforced and that the 

centrality of Seoul w i11 be strengthened further. 

As of 1991, the ridership of transit system 

accounts for more than one fifth of the total 

intra-urban trips(Table 4). Upon the 

completion of the projects by the end of this 

century, the market share of the subway 

system is expected to cover the half of Seoul’s 

travel demand. 

2. Public Transportation on the Road 

Bus and taxi are the two modes of road 

transportation for the general public. Both 

modes are owned and run privately. They 

were the only means of intra-urban travel up 

Table 5. Expansion of Rapid Trasit Lines 

Year Extension Line 

Subway (116.5 km) 

1974 

1984 
1985 

1985 

7.8 km 
54.2 km 
26.2 km 

28.3 km 

Line 1 

Line 2 

Line 3 

Line 4 

Note: Inner loop 

Commuter Rail 022.8 km) 

1974 41.5 km Seoul - Suwon 

1974 27.0 km Kuro( Seoul) - Inchôn 

1986 31.2 krn Yongsan(Seoul) - Eijôngbu 

1988 19.5 km Ansan - Kumjông(Kunpo) 

1990 3.6 km Yongsan(Seoul) - Hyochang(Seoul) 

Source: Yearbook 0/ Transportation(992). 
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until mid-1970s when there were no subways 
existed and few people could afford a 
passenger car. Even today both systems 

together carry more than a half of travel 

within Seoul. 

Bus As mentioned earlier, the bus system 
is by far the most important means of travel 
in Seoul, carrying 40% of intra-urban trips. 

There are more than 9，α)() buses to cover 

every corner of the city, and many of the 
service lines extend even beyond the city limit 

to nearby centers in Outer Ring(Table 6). 

Contrary to the Western cities where most of 

the bus systems are operated by the city 

authorities, the bus lines in Korea are owned 
and run by a large number of small- to 
medium-sized private companies which have a 

fleet of one hundred buses in average. The 
fact that the system is in the hand of private 
sector spawns a number of problems. The 
persuit for a larger revenue tends to 

outweigh a better servce for the public, and 

results in downgrading public safety, poor 

level of services, aggravation of air pollution, 
and so on. 

Ta비e 6. Bus System, as of 1991 

Scale of # of lines in # of 
operatlOn compames operaton buses 

citywide 
89 292 6.449 

regular bus 
90 141 2.332 

express bus 
(90) (433) (8.741 

(sub-totaD 
local 101 109 445 

Source: Hyundai Research Institute(l992). 
Note: The local bus lines mostly connect 

subway stations with their respective 
neighborhoods. 

The market share of the bus system has 

recently been decreased substantially, due in 

part to the development of the subways and the 
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increase of passenger cars. Such a drastic 
decline of bus ridership in conjunction with the 
ever-worsening traffic congestion throughout 

the city have aggravated the revenues of bus 

companies. Concerned with the ridership 

decline and traffic congestion, the government 
authorities have recently adopted TSM 
(transportation system management) techniques 

such as to provide bus bays at the bus stations, 
to designate lanes for bus-use only, and to give 

the bus priorities on turn signals. The city 

authority also persuades the bus companies to 

upgrade the level of services, and to seek a 

merger of the bus companies gearing toward an 

economy of scale. 
Taxi As of 1991, there were about 60,000 

taxies operated either by taxi companies or by 
independent cab drivers, carrying about 13% of 
city passengers. Even up until the last decade 
taxi was virtually the only means of travelling 

those places where the fixed-route public 

transport systems were unable to serve. Bus 

and taxi have long been the wheels for the 
general public. The recent increase of private 

passenger CarS, however, has shaken the 
long-standing dominance of taxi, and resulted 

in a substantial decline of taxi ’ s market share. 
Given the trend of private car ownership 
increase, the share of taxi is expected to be 
reduced even further in the future. The 
ridership decline of taxi, in turn, has 
downgraded the level of services and caused a 
number of problems similar to the bus system. 

3. The Rise of Passenger Car Era 

Korea. has recently experienced a phenominal 

increase in car ownership. The number of 

automobiles in 1970 was trivial, merely 130,000 
vehicles; at the end of 1992, however, it 

exceeds five millions, which is more than a 

fourty time increase within just 20 some 
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years. The number of automobìles has 

increased in an alarming rate particularly since 

the late 1970s. The rate of increase has 

reached its pe밟 in Seoul during the middle of 

1980s, while the other areas of the nation keep 

ever higher rates of increase through 1980s, 

showing a time lag of car diffusion between 

the capital city and remaining regions.Much of 

the increase of automobiles has largely been 

due to the spread of passenger cars, which 

now accounts for three quarter of the entire 

vehicles. Such a rapid diffusion of passenger 

car ownership has come partly from the recent 

economic development in that more and more 

people has become affordable for passenger 

cars. Korea has recently experienced a 

phenomial development of automobile industry 

as well. Korea is now one of the major 

auto-makers in the world, manufactured 1.5 

million automobiles in 1991 for instance. 

The Capital Region is again the leader of the 

nation on the tide of passenger car era(Table 7). 

The Region as a whole has now a ha1f of the 

nation ’ s automobiles. ‘ Within the Capita1 

Region, the distribution pattern of automobiles 
reflects that of population. The cars are most1y 

registered in the City of Seoul; much less in 

Outer ring; and the least in the remaining 

peripheral counties. In other words more than 

90% of cars of the Capital Region are 

concentrated in Greater Seoul. 

When we measure car ownership in terms of 

an index of vehicles per 1,000 people, however, 

the car ownership index of Seoul is still much 

lower than that of the developed countries, for 

instance one car for each household. The index 

for Seoul in 1992 was 143 cars per 1,000 people, 

meaning one car for every two households. The 

number of cars need to be more than doubled to 

match the Western level. We therefore expect 

that the number of automobiles in Seoul will 

continue to increase to exceed 3 millions by the 

end of this century(see Table 4). The car 

ownership of Outer Ring residents too will 

continue to rise, perhaps much higher rates than 

the case of Seoul. Greater Seoul as a whole will 

consequent1y have more than five million cars 

sometime within this century. 

This remarkable, rapid increase of cars 

together with the very high population density 

of the capital city, result in a number of 

transport problems. Congestion has become a 

Table 7. Vehicles Registered in the Capital Region, 1970 - 1992 

Seoul Inchôn City & Kyônggi Province 

Year A B C D Outer Ring Remainder # of annual national vehic1es 
vehicles cha(n%ge) share per 1(뼈 
(1，α)()) (%) (%) persons A B C D A B C D 

1970 60 47% 11 11 8% 6 3 2% 2 
(7.2%) (6.9%) (11.3%) 

1975 85 43% 12 15 8% 6 5 2% 3 
(19.3%) (25.3%) (28.8%) 

1980 207 39% 25 46 9% 14 16 3% 10 
(16.6%) (21.8%) (13.5%) 

1985 μ6 40% 46 125 11% 27 30 3% 19 
(21.8%) (31.5%) (28.8%) 

1앉x) 1,197 35% 112 489 14% 77 106 3% 65 
(14.7%) (33.0%) (34.0%) 

1992 1,569 30% 143 866 17% 123 191 4% 116 

Source: Assembled from each of the city and county offices of the Capital Region. 
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way of life in Seoul. Virtually the entire city 
is suffered from traffic jams not only in rush 
hours but throughout the day, and a scene of 
lines of cars standing still on the road is now 

commonly found in the capital city. Traffic 
speeds have reduced considerably: the average 

cruising speed went down to 20 km/hr level as 
of 1992 for instance (Table 8). The speeds 

were much faster years ago. 

Table 8. Average Traffic Speeds in Seoul, 
1989-1992 

S않ed (kilometers per hour) 
1989 1990 1991 1992 

Passenger car I 32.6 I 23.9 I 23.6 I 22.6 
(in city center) I (18.7) I (16.4) I (18.6) I (19.3) 

Congestion is not restricted to the road 

network. Increasingly, rail services too are 
becoming overloaded, resulting in overcrowding 

on trains and shortage of space on station 

platforms and access areas. Safety represents 
another m,ajor area of concem. The City of 
Seoul alone observes more than 50，α)() injury 

accidents on its roads each year. Other major 
issues worthy to note are parking supply and 
air p이lution. 

Besides the large number of cars and people 
in this region, the urban spatial structure itself 
is another factor contributing to the accute 
congestion problems. To begin with, most big 
cities in the Capital Region inc1uding Seoul were 
developed long before the rise of automobile era 

and the basic spatial structure of the cities was 
shaped in the pedestrian days. The road 

network in overall is much less sufficient to 
accomodate the ever increasing cars. What is 

worse is that much of the roadways are narrow 

with little room for parking. The problems are 

severe in the older, inner city in particular. 
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Unfortunately, as we have observed in Table 

7, the increase of cars has been so rapid that 
the city simply has had no slack time to 
prepare against the invasion of four-wheeled 

machines into its territory. The scene of cars 

swarming around the city has quickly been 
emerged within only several years or so. Such 
a rapid -changing transportation environment 

has given planners and officials great difficulty 

to develop a master plan to cope with transport 

problems. In addition, Greater Seoul has 
recently experienced sky-rocketing of land 
prices. The high -rised prices of land become 

heavy burden to execute transport projects. 
The city simply can not afford the expensive 

land which is much needed for the new roads, 

parking lots, and other transport-related 

fac i1ities. 

Road network: Figure 4 il1ustrates the 

major arteries, which are mostly limited access 
highways, in Greater Seou1. Again the current 

network is radial and lack of orbital routes. 

The arterial roads have largely been developed 
to connect Seoul with surrounding cities. Inner 
and outer loops ( which are indicated by the 

dashed lines in the Figure) are planned to be 
added within and around Seoul. The loops are 

designed to provide access to the new towns 
and residential developments in Outer Ring in 
particular. 

IV. LARGE-SCALE HOUSING 
DEVELOPMENTS AND 
TRANSPORT PRO]ECTS 

There are a number of large-scale, long 
term projects worthy of mention with regard to 
없nsport planning for Grea따 냥D버(see Figure 5). 

In order to accomodate the ever-increas.ing 

inmigrants to Seoul and Outer Ring, the 
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Figure 4. Arterial Road Network of Greater Seoul 

government began early 1앉)()s to build new 
towns around Seoul. They are Pundang in 
Sôngnam City, Ilsan in Koyang City, 
Chungdong in Puchôn City, Pyôngchon in 
Anyang City, and Sanbon in Kunpo City; all of 
these new towns are located close to Seoul, 

i.e., within 30 kilometer distance from the 
center of the capital city. Upon the completion 
of these housing projects by mid-l990s, the 

five new towns will accomodate about 300，αm 

households, that is, more than one million 

additiona1 residents in Outer Ring within 

sever떠 years from now on. 
The new towns are design어 to function 

primarily as ’commuter residentia1 districts' 
rather than as self-contained ’towns. ’ Given 
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little job opportunities within the towns, most 
of the residents will have to commute to their 
work places elsewhere outside the towns. 
Since their primary destinations of 
joumey-to-work will be Seoul and nearby 
urban centers, it becomes the major conems to 
provide with adequate transportation for the 

new town residents. A number of highway 
construction projects are in progress, including 

an outer-loop and severa1 radial lines of 

highways connecting the new towns with 
nearby larger cities and Seoul(see Figure 4). 

The commuter r머 lines of Seoul-Ilsan, 
Seoul-Pundang, and Seoul-Pyôngchon are other 
examples of improving accessibility for the new 
town residents(see Figure 3). 
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The new airport, located far west (about 60 

kilometers) from Seoul, will require additional 

transport lines in order to connect the airport 

with Seoul as well as the cities in-between. 

Several options being considered include a light 

rail line and highway connecting the 

Yôngjongdo Island with Seoul, and 

under-sea tunnel between the island 

Inchôn City. 

The Seoul-Pusan high speed rail system, 

similar to the Shinkansen in ]apan and TGV 

lines in France, is of importance in that the 

rail network wil1 be the backbone of future 

Korean transportation networks. It is a must 

to have a good linkage between the current 

urban transport systems and the new rail 

an 

and 

There are also several large-scale residential 

developments within Seoul, among which the 
Sanggye, Susô and Kayang districts are the 

larger ones. These housing projects too 

obviously require additional transport 

investments such as the extension of transit 

and highway networks. 

Two other huge transport projects are of 

special interest: the Yôngjongdo intemational 

airport and the Seoul-Pusan intercity high 

speed rail line. Both projects, planned to be 

completed sometime in the decade of 2α)()s， are 

of great interest not only because they require 

tens of billions of dollars to spend but also 

because their impacts will be enormous to the 

entire transport networks of Greater Seoul. 
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Figure 5. 
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network. The location as well as the design of 
the new rail stations are the major concems in 
consequence. The Westem experiences and 

preceeding studies with regard to the 
intennodal stations can be va1uable references 
for the Korean high speed rail system (for 
instance see Schneider, 1993; Yang, 1993). 

V. IMPLICATIONS FOR TRANS
PORTATION POLIC모S 

The clearest implication drawn from the 
above review is that there is an urgent need 
for a concerted effort among local govem
ments and authorities on severa1 fronts, if 
Greater Seoul' s transport problems are to be 

solved. We have identified that Seoul and the 
cities and counties in Outer Ring were a1ready 
integrated into a single daily urban field. It is 
simply not feasible to handle transportation 
problems of Seoul and other cities 
inde야ndently. It follows that there is a need 
to establish a body of transport administration 

responsible for the entire Greater Seoul. It a1so 
appears desirable to integrate the dua1 

management systems of transit network, i.e., 
putting the subway system run by the Seoul 
city govemment and the commuter rail system 
of the Office of National Rail under the control 
of a single authority. 

The emergence of a huge, multi -nuclei 
metropolis 머so means that any road and rail 

construction should be focused on orbita1 

movement in Outer Seoul. The loops will not 
only enhance flows among the peripheries, but 
a1so lessen the overcongestion of the centra1 city 
and induce a deconcentration of Seoul. Within 
the City of Seoul, the traditiona1 city-center
oriented policy should be redirected toward more 
emphases on the periphera1 movements. 
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We have seen that the northem sector of 
Greater Seoul is lack of transport lines. The 
long-standing military tensions in Korean 

Peninsula has hampered the development of the 
northem Outer Seoul. Nowadays we Koreans 
are veη high in expectation for reunification of 
two Koreas in the near future. Such a senario 
of geopolitica1 changes in Korean Peninsula 
certainly justifies transport investments on the 
northem p따ts of Outer Seoul. 

The reunification of two Koreas will 
certainly bring changes to the status of Seoul: 
it will not remain as the capital city of South 
Korea only; instead, the city will be the capital 

of the entire Korean Peninsula and become a 
foca1 point of the East Asia. The long-tenn 
transport planning of Greater Seoul should 
consider such an evolution of Seoul into a 
wor1d city. It is necessary as well to 
reevaluate the large-scale transport projects 
like the new airport and the high speed rail 
network, if they will function proper1y in the 
days of unified-Korea. 

The local govemments have recently adopted 
transportation system management (TSM) 
techniques. Govemment officia1s and planners 
are fond of TSM because it requires little 
budgetary burden; by definition TSM is a way of 
enhancing transport capacity of the existing 
facilities without additiona1 investments. It is 
argueable, however, that the TSM techniques 
a10ne are not able to handle transportation 

problems effectively in such a highly congested 

urban conglomerate like Greater Seoul. We 
simply need more subway lines, roadways, 
parking lots, and other facilities in order to 
enhance transport capacities upto a basic level. 

The second to monetary investments appears to 
be the policies discouraging passenger car use 
and reactivating the use of high-occupancy 
public transportation systems. Options currently 



discussed among govemment officials and 

planners are such as road user charges, extra 
taxes on two car households, to prohibit car use 

in certain areas using an ’area licensing 
scheme' , the use of revenues to subsidise public 

transport operations, and so on. 
Perhaps the most effective solution of urban 

transportation problems lies ironically outside 
the rea1m of transportation: i.e., to take some 

direct measures against the growth of Seoul. 

We need to hamessed with stiffer policy 

instruments to discourge inmigration towards 

Greater Seoul! 
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요약문 

이 연구는 수도권의 인구분포 및 통행 패턴을 구명하고 교통여건과 대형 교통관련사업을 분석하여， 

장기적 교통정책에의 시사점을 찾으려 의도하였다. 인구자료의 분석에 의하면， 서울 및 인접 시， 군 

(이하 서울 대도시권)은 인구규모， 증가율， 밀도에서 수도권의 여타 군부와 뚜렷이 구분된다. 통근통 

행 패턴에서도 서울 대도시권은 하나의 통근권역을 형성하여 수도권 주변 군부와 구별되었으며， 권역 

내에서는 외곽통행이 증가하는 경향을 띠고 있는것으로 파악되었다. 철도와 도로교통망은 방사상구 

조를 가지고 있으며 수도권의 서울 이북 및 동부지방은 서울 이남에 비해 교통여건이 크게 열악한 

것으로 조사되었다. 한국은 현재 승용차 시대에 진입하였다. 이런 새 조류의 선두에 서있는 서울 대 

도시권은 급증하는 차량， 인구첩중 및 과거에 형성된 도시골격 등이 복합되어 여러가지 심각한 교통 

문제를 안고 있다. 

이러한 분석결과가 시사하는 교통정책방향은 첫째， 서울 대도시권이 비록 여러 지방행정단위로 나 

뉘어 있지만 향후 하나로 통합된 교통관리체제를 갖추고， 둘째， 권역내의 횡적교류를 촉진하도록 순환 

교통망을 구축하는 동시에 도시내에서도 종래 도심위주의 단핵적 교통계획이 재편되며， 셋째， 교통용 

량이 기본수준에 도달할때 까지는 투자가 지속되어야 할 것 둥이다. 또한 서울 대도시권의 장기 교 

통계획은 한반도의 지정학적 변화와 이에 따른 국토공간구조의 재편을 감안할 필요가 있다. 

主要語: 서울 대도시권， 통근 양상， 교통혼잡， 방사상교통망， 승용차 시대， 교통정책. 
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